
The hot air is still and dust rises in small clouds as you walk down
the deserted street. The only sound is the jingle of your spurs and

the pounding of your heart, which grows louder in your ears
until, off in the distance, you hear a clock strike high noon.

“Hola, amigo… So you're not a yellow-bellied coward, after all.”

The scratchy voice rasps behind you, punctuated by a sardonic
chuckle. You spin to see him standing there with a contemptuous
grin, smoking that stinking cigar. Sweat glistens on his brow…

but is it nerves or the West Texas sun?  You've no time to figure it
out as he hisses a single word: "Draw!"

Gutshot is a rip-roaring tabletop game for 25mm miniatures.
Set in the American Wild West, this game delivers a simple system to run

one-on-one and small-scale combat that is fast, simple, and exciting. 
Designed for 3-8 players, Gutshot lets you experience 

the thrilling adventures of another time.

Pin on a tin star and try to uphold the law, 
or live fast and furious as a Gambler, Outlaw, or Owlhoot.  

No matter which path you choose, the legend you make is your own.

So if you've got true grit and enough gumption, 
grab yer six-shooter and get Gutshot!

w w w . h a w g l e g . c o m

GUTSHOT is a historical
miniatures skirmish game
for 25mm miniatures.
Designed for both novices
and experienced gamers
alike, this is an exciting
game for 3-8 players. In
addition to this rule book,
you will need standard
supplies (paper, pencils,
ruler, dice) and 25mm
miniatures - available at your
friendly local game store.

US $19.95 CAN $23.95
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